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From the Founder
We live in an increasingly intertwined yet divided world. Global
trade, the internet, migration, and ever higher education levels
are opening opportunities and horizons, yet also spurring clashes
and backlashes driven by cultural and economic divides. Distrust,
resentment and violence are not easy to overcome, but they are
even less likely to be overcome if people are not willing to talk
and learn about each other.

Learning doesn’t stop at graduation, it’s lifelong, but what we learn once we
leave school isn’t always good for us or the public good. Whether we learn hate or
love, consumerism or citizenship, depends in no small part on what we do on a
daily basis. Learning Life believes that people who grow up and live in learning
communities are more likely to learn about, talk, and cooperate with strangers
than distrust, resent or hate them. That is why we are building democracy and
diplomacy learning communities that foster connection, conversation, and
collaboration.
This e-program shows you what Learning Life does, and introduces you to some
of the people who are helping and benefiting from our work. It is also a call to
action:
In July this year, Learning Life gained recognition as a U.S. registered 501(c)(3)
nonprofit. We’re now working to raise $20,000 by December 31 from supporters
like you to help fund our innovative democracy, diplomacy and education work.
You can help by donating here. We’re asking individuals to give between $100
and $1,000, but give at any level you feel comfortable with.
Want to help or get involved in other ways? Check out the last page of this
program for other actions you can take.
Thank you for your support!
Paul Lachelier, Ph.D.
Founder & Director
Learning Life
P.S. This program was designed by our capable intern and University of
California-Irvine senior, Maria Perez. We’re grateful for all her help. If you meet
her, please compliment her on her good work.
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Learning Life is a Washington
DC-based nonprofit devoted to
innovating education and
citizen engagement by
spreading learning in everyday
life beyond school walls. We
pursue this mission through
three learning communities.
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Milestones
Family Diplomacy
Initiative (FDI)
planning and
organizing begin.
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First live
international family
dialogue between
families in DC and
Dakar. Details here.
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Completion of FDI
Project 1: an online
community photo
project engaging 24
participants from eight
families in Washington
DC, USA, Dakar,
Senegal, and Jerash,
Jordan.

Report issued of LL’s
accomplishments in 2016,
engaging 50+ volunteers,
conducting 7 live
international family
dialogues, and producing 25+
FDI fact sheets, news posts,
website pages, program and
dialogue guides, etc.
Details here.
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Full report of Project 1
released.
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First mentors meeting
and start of Learning Life’s
International Mentoring
Program to help open the
world to kids from lowerincome families.
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Project 1 research article
“Democratize Diplomacy!
Family-to-Family
Collaboration for a Better
World” published in
Childhood Education.
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Report issued of LL’s
accomplishments in 2018,
including launch of the
Mentoring Program and
Cook, Eat & Learn Sessions,
plus successful completion
of a pilot Global
Storytelling Challenge.
Details here.
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First Learning Life
Democracy Dinner.
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Completion of FDI
Project 2: an online food
culture project engaging
24 participants from eight
families in Washington
DC, USA, San Salvador, El
Salvador, and Dakar,
Senegal. Details here.
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Mentoring Program
reaches 100 mentormentee meetings.
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Report issued of
Learning Life’s
accomplishments in 2019,
including doubling of FDI
Facebook Group
membership, 33% growth
in Mentoring Program size,
and new partnerships.
Details here.

Release of first four
Learning Life
international silent
stories engaging
Washington DC youth
as actors.
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FDI Facebook Group
grows to 500
members worldwide.
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Release of second four
Learning Life
international silent
stories engaging youth
from the USA, El
Salvador, India and
Australia as actors.
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FDI Facebook Group
grows to 1,000
members worldwide.
No
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First multinational FDI
live family dialogue
engages 39 participants
from nine nations in
discussion of preliminary
findings of FDI Project 3.
Details here.
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Report issued of
Learning Life’s
accomplishments in 2020,
including quadrupling FDI
Facebook Group’s worldwide
membership, completion of
largest scale FDI dialogue
project yet, and more.
Details here.

Completion of FDI
Project 3: an online
food culture project
engaging 60+
participants in 35
nations. Details
here.
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First meeting of
inaugural Family
Diplomacy Ambassador
(FDA) Team.
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First meeting of
inaugural Board of
Directors (BOD).

Fe

Mentoring Program
reaches 500
mentor-mentee
meetings.
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First meetings of
inaugural Board of
Advisors (BOA).
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FDI Facebook
Group grows to
5,000 members
worldwide.
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Learning Life
celebrates its
25th Democracy
Dinner.

Learning Life receives
IRS recognition as an
independent U.S.
501(c)(3) nonprofit.

Au
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Learning Life article
“America Needs Democracy
Learning Communities” is
published online at The
Fulcrum and other news
media including Gulf
Today, The Marietta Daily
Journal, Salem News, and
The Post Bulletin.
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Testimonials
Family Diplomacy Initiative
Joseph Toles • Auburn, AL, USA • Family Diplomat
The Family Diplomacy Initiative has introduced my family and I to
our neighbors around the world and therefore has connected us to
the excellence of humanity. Being able to interact with people who
share common experiences such as family and how food bonds us
has truly been a blessing.

Yanira Constanza Perez • San Salvador, El Salvador • Family
Diplomat
I like Learning Life because it is a program where we learn about
the foods and cultures of other countries. It is a huge benefit for my
family because it has helped me with my son. Thanks to their
support, my son is very motivated to learn more about other
countries and cultures.

Brenda Orea • Puebla, Mexico • Family Diplomacy Ambassador
Thanks to Learning Life I expanded my concept of family because it
lets me appreciate the colorful and unique human diversity in all
senses. Everyone who wants to become part of a special and lovely
family should join Learning Life's Family Diplomacy Initiative!

Nishwa Tasavvar • Sargodha, Pakistan • Family Diplomacy
Ambassador
I feel great to be one of the Family Diplomacy Ambassadors. It opens
up vast intellectual conversational prospects for me. Interacting
virtually has never felt this fun and constructive before. It’s like I have
built a second family with this team.
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Testimonials
Family Diplomacy Initiative
Aishwarya Verna • Delhi, India • Family Diplomacy Ambassador
Being an FDA has been one of the highlights for me this year. To be able to actually
ensure that International Relations becomes more accessible for families, which
are the most fundamental unit of grass-root level diplomacy, has been an absolute
treat. The diverse team of FDAs has provided me with real-time context and helped
me engage in a discourse with different individuals in a constructive manner. As a
Master of Science in International Relations graduate, I couldn't be more thrilled to
be a part of such a path-breaking initiative.

Ayesha Arshad • Konya, Turkey • Family Diplomacy
Ambassador
I always like to meet people from different cultures with different
values. As a Family Diplomacy Ambassador, I get the opportunity to
connect with other people across the world who share my passion to
learn about cultures. Learning Life is like a second family once you
get involved in it.

Tenille Archie • Chaguanas, Trinidad & Tobago • Family Diplomacy
Ambassador
It’s easy to take people for granted when all you see are countries, some of
which you know little or nothing about. Learning Life brought me face to
face with the people, the country and the culture. I can never see this world
the same way again, now when I look at a world map, I see my Learning
Life friends, family and penpals. It's an experience that still gives me
goosebumps.

John Schorr • Chiang Mai, Thailand • BOA Member
Learning Life is a people-to-people project and for me that is its most
impressive feature. Those families and individuals who participate in
Learning Life projects get to directly learn of and experience the lives of
others worldwide. Participants meet each other and learn of their common
experiences and problems as well as their cultural differences. What better
way to begin to build a better world community based on our common
humanity?
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Testimonials
International Mentoring Program
Marley Henschen • Washington, DC, USA • Mentor
Learning Life has been a big part of my life for the past 3 years as I have been an intern for 2
summers & a mentor for almost 3 years. Their mission closely speaks to my goals of creating
a more united world in which we educate ourselves about people & places not familiar to us.
While I try to educate my mentee on foreign cultures, she teaches me about empathy,
strength, & how people can form close connections even when they are from very different
walks of life. I’m so grateful that my mentee & I were able to create such a great relationship
that will impact my life forever.

Neme Bidjada • Washington, DC, USA • Mother of Mentee, Laetitia
Bidjada
Since Laetitia has been in the program, she is more open minded and more
happy about life. I really appreciate the fact that [mentor] Suzanne goes
above and beyond to teach her how to fix Asian food that she likes to eat.
Suzanne has even taught her how to swim and helped with homework.

Laetitia Bidjada • Washington, DC, USA • Mentee
I appreciate this program because it helps me see the world more.

Lailaah Baylor • Washington, DC, USA • Mentee
I have had the greatest time in the mentoring program. I have tried
new things, seen new things and learned new things. Everything we
did was fun and a new experience. Thanks for having me in the
program.
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Testimonials
International Mentoring Program
Marsha Mayo • Washington, DC, USA • Grandmother of Mentee,
James Mayo
Learning Life's Mentoring Program is amazing. Mr. Paul is such a
great influence in James’s life, and from viewing the pictures of the
other mentors’ many outings it appears that the other mentors are a
great influence on their mentees’ lives as well.

James Mayo • Washington, DC, USA • Mentee
I like that we read and talk about building character. I like going to
places and doing things I would most likely not be doing by myself,
like visiting the US Marine Corps Museum, meeting U.S. Delegate
Eleanor Holmes Norton, talking to people in other regions of the
world, and getting to actually fly a Cessna 172 propeller plane.

Kit Young • Washington, DC, USA • Mentor
Learning Life should become a model that communities adopt nationwide and
beyond. A surprising bonus during the Covid pandemic was the wide array in
online discoveries of other cultures and countries that my mentee and I mutually
explored. Our expanded horizons in conversation via Zoom more than made up for
no in-person visits. Also, the mentors’ monthly meetings on Zoom always offer a
chance for discussion, deepening of perspective and adding tools that enhance
global understandings for all.

Josie Zena Fazzino • Washington, DC, USA • Mentor
As a mentor I've had the privilege of being a part of my mentee’s life. Through our mentormentee relationship I've been able to show her new perspectives on life. I feel humbled by
her curiosity to learn about different countries and rewarded to know that I've kindled in her
a desire to travel. With every session I get to not only know her more but I get to watch her
evolve and grow as she continues to learn about herself. On this precious developmental
journey, I am grateful to be able to offer my time, guidance, and belief in her infinite
potential. I'm there to remind her that the sky's the limit!
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Testimonials
Democracy Dinners
Bert Brandenburg • Washington, D.C., USA • Democracy Dinner
Participant
In a city of sound bites, Democracy Dinners are the real thing: a
chance to listen and talk (in that order) to some of DC’s hidden army
of remarkable people. It’s energizing to gather with people devoted
to making our country and our world better despite hard times.

Bill Schneider • Washington, D.C., USA • Democracy Dinner
Participant
Democracy Dinners bring together people who are actually living their
democratic values. It's exciting to see them discover one another.

Emily Samose • Washington, DC, USA • BOA Member & Democracy Dinner
Participant
Democracy Dinners are an exciting opportunity to engage with a cross-section of
leaders with unique perspectives and experiences working on various aspects of
democracy. We often discuss the big D and the little d of democracy, which makes
for very interesting conversations that range from what it means to be a
participatory community member locally to what it means to impact global policy
and actions. I have learned so much and truly enjoy every opportunity I have to
participate.

Fariba Parsa • Fairfax County, VA, USA • Democracy Dinner
Participant
Learning Life provides the space to discuss , to be inspired, and to
develop each of our democracy projects. That is an always-work-inprogress project, and these kinds of gatherings are helping to speed
the process.
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Special Thanks
Learning Life heartily thanks all the following 2021 sponsors, donors
and volunteers who this year thus far (as of November 17) have
given, and in many cases, continue to give of their time, care, advice,
money and other resources to advance our work.
All reside in the USA unless otherwise noted.

Sponsors ($500+)
Nick Burton
Khadija Hashemi
The Lachelier Family
Carl and Renee Landegger
Family Charitable Trust
Sherry Mueller
Golnar Abedin / Bert Brandenburg / Gustavo
William Schneider

Carvajal / Dawn Clarke / Matt Clausen /
Donors
($499.99Mikhailova
and below)/ Mike
Benece Levitt
/ Liudmila
Golnar Abedin
• Neme&
Bidjada
• Bert
Brandenburg
• Gustavo Carvajal
Morrow
/ Julia
Lesli
Paola
/ Kelly
• Dawn Clarke • Matt Clausen • Craig Gusmann • Wendy Farzan •
Pemberton
/ Maria
Perez
Perez
/ Yadira
Oliver Hugo (Germany)
• Darrell
Irwin/• Tony
Jean Kelly
• Ira Kemp
• Jaya
Kasaraneni/•Tom
Kaylie Keteltas
& Theresa
Krettek/•Emily
Eric Kurlander
Pinilla
Pollak• /JoeKate
Raftery
• Benece Leavitt • David Meskill • Liudmila Mikhailova • Thomas F.
Samose
/ John
Debbie
Trent
/ Carmen
Miller • Mike
MorrowSchorr
• John & /Diana
Negroponte
• Arisa
Oshiro •
Oye Yaa-Anna
• Julia
& Lesli Paola
• Kelly Pemberton
• Maria
&Vera
John
Vaughan
/ Stacey
Zlotnick
/
Perez • Tony Perez • Michelle Pierce • Yadira Pinilla • Tom Pollak •
Nicolas Prevelakis • Christopher Raleigh • Kate Raftery • Emily
Samose • John Schorr • Rashod Sibert • Linda Stuart • Christian
Thorne • Joe Toles • Bahira Trask • Debbie Trent • Carmen & John
Vaughan • Jim Williams • Ben Yavitz • Stacey Zlotnick
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Special Thanks
Board of Directors
Dandan Chen
Khadija Hashemi
Suzanne Lachelier
Nancy Overholt
Linda Stuart

Board of Advisors
Golnar Abedin - USA
Heidi Bloom - USA
Bert Brandenburg - USA
David Caprara - USA
Stefan Cibian - Romania
Matt Clausen - USA
Michael Deal - USA
Oliver Hugo - Germany
Darrell Irwin - USA
Jaya Kasaraneni - USA
Liudmila Mikhailova - USA

Yadira Pinilla - USA
Andreas Prauhart -Austria
Kate Raftery - USA
Emily Samose - USA
John Schorr - Thailand
Sharon Sobel - USA
Bahira Trask - USA
Jim Williams - USA
Ben Yavitz - USA
Stacey Zlotnick - USA

Mentors
Annika Betancourt
Ronda Capeles
Chris Comer
Cassie Dick
Aileene Duyan
Ciandra Gaston

Marissa Hall
Marley Henschen
Suzanne Lachelier
Paul Lachelier
Sherry Liu
Brenda Lopez

Elle Lu
Cullan Riser
Alexia Vega
Kit Young
Janae Washington
Josie Zena Fazzino
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Special Thanks
Interns
Tenille Archie - Germany
Matthew Capuano-Rizzo - USA
Jasmine Lozano Castillo - USA
Ellen Degerman - USA
Emely Evangelista - USA
Rachel Farzan - USA
Ruya Gokhan - USA
Daisy Gonzalez - USA
Yutong Jiang - USA
Elsa Knapp - USA
Maria Lujan - USA

Madeline Miller - USA
Elizabeth Morgan - USA
Arisa Oshiro - USA
Estrella Pallis-Bonadurer - USA
Julia Paola - USA
Maria Perez - USA
Jonathan Nunez Salgado - USA
Courtney Sipes - USA
Nicole Tuck - USA
Vittoria van Blommestein - USA
Gustavo Carvajal Villalobos - Costa Rica
Rossella Vulcano - Italy

Family Diplomacy Ambassadors
Maha Aboucha - Tunisia
Muluh Rita Megha - Cameroon
Chirunim Agi-Otto - Nigeria
Nusrat Jahan Nipa - Bangladesh
Farah Ali - Qatar
Sami Noma - Pakistan
Tenille Archie - Trinidad & Tobago
Ameer Nuhad - Iraq
Ayesha Arshad - Pakistan
Maria Perez - USA
Gustavo Carvajal - Costa Rica
Brenda Orea Rodriguez - Mexico
Eleanor Greenbaum - USA
Jenya Saini - UAE
Michael Grimaldi - USA
Zaidy Sumandal - Philippines
Kaylie Keteltas - USA
Nishwa Tasavvar - Pakistan
Haydee Lopez - USA
Chloe Terani - USA
Amal Maher - Jerusalem
Aishwarya Verma - India
Sri Hayanti Manullang - Indonesia
Rossella Vulcano - Italy
Seba Maranata - Indonesia
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Special Thanks

Family Diplomats
Aaron Akomea - Ghana
Saif Awwad - Egypt
Sridev & Smriti BL - Nepal
Ana Espinosa - Mexico
Quan Chao Fan - China
Hilaire Iradukunda - Burundi
Yanira Constanza Perez - El
Salvador
Marcilene Reinert - Brazil
Data Robert - Uganda
Khalid Saleem - Pakistan
Joseph Toles - USA

Other Volunteers
Amal Aldaej - Saudi Arabia
Steven Ault - USA
Simon Collins - Kenya
Jean & Rob Kelly - USA
Mike Morrow - USA
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Awards
Mentors

Marley Henschen

Marissa Hall

Thank you for patiently
mentoring Kaliah for more
than three years now, and
for twice interning with
Learning Life, even as busy
as you are.

Thank you for your
exemplary creativity and
skill in mentoring Monique,
even online during the
pandemic.
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Awards
Family Diplomacy Ambassadors

Sri Hayanti Manullang • Nusrat Jahan Nipa
Nishwa Tasavvar • Ayesha Arshad
Tenille Archie • Jenya Saini
Sri, Nusrat, Nishwa, Ayesha, Tenille and Jenya,
Thank you for your extraordinary productivity in
attracting new members to Learning Life’s Family
Diplomacy Initiative on Facebook as well as many
applicants for the roles of Family Diplomat, and FDA.
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Awards
Family Diplomats

Quanchao (Marvin) Fan
Joe Toles
Joe and Marvin, as two caring fathers, thank you for
your thoughtful contributions to our international
family dialogues this year and last.
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Awards
Interns

Ellen Degerman
Daisy Gonzalez
Arisa Oshiro

Ellen, Daisy, and Arisa, thank you for your
prodigious, diligent and meticulous work this year,
without which Learning Life would not be making
the progress we are making.
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Awards
Board of Advisors

Matt Clausen

Matt, thank you for your wise and articulate
fundraising guidance, which will help shape the
future of Learning Life.
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Awards
Board of Directors

Suzanne Lachelier
Suzanne, thank you for your steadfast commitment,
hard work, intelligence and caring as a member of
the Board of Directors, and as a mentor.
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Awards
Democracy Dinners

Mike Morrow
Mike, as Learning Life’s Senior Democracy Strategist,
thank you for ably moderating our Democracy
Dinners, and through your outreach, laying the
ground for the development of a democracy learning
community in metro Washington, DC.
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Awards
Organizational Partner

DC Tutoring & Mentoring Initiative
Tom Pollak and the rest of the DCTMI Team, thank
you for your idealism and hard grassroots work
connecting Learning Life with caring mentors.
You’re helping Learning Life open the world to
youth from lower-income families.
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Learn More

Want to learn more about Learning Life?
Here are some useful links:
Our Programs:
Family Diplomacy Initiative
International Mentoring
Democracy Dinners

Some of the thinking and research behind Learning Life:
Democratize Diplomacy!
Five Reasons Why Diplomacy Should
Involve Families
Inspirations for Learning Life's Family
Diplomacy Initiative
America Needs Democracy Learning
Communities
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Calls to Action

Join our Family
Diplomacy Initiative
on Facebook to
connect with
families worldwide.

Donate here.
We’re asking
individuals to give
$100 - $1,000 to help
us reach $20,000 by
December 30
this year.

Subscribe to our
monthly email
updates.
Like/follow
Learning Life on
Facebook, Linkedin
and Twitter.
Share this message via
your social media
networks:

Volunteer to be a Family
Diplomat, Family Diplomacy
Ambassador (ages 14-30),
intern, advisor, or board
member. Email your resume
and the position you’re
interested in to
email@learninglife.info.

"I support Learning Life, a nonprofit
nurturing more #learning, #caring
and #connection across lines of
difference in our intertwined
yet divided world.
#Learn more and donate:
http://learninglife.info/about/"

Suggest individuals or
organizations who may
be interested in Learning
Life. Email us at
email@learninglife.info
with their names, emails
and/or telephone
numbers.
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